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(see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Observers,
available online). Second, to quantify the signaling dynamics
of the resulting facial expression models over time, we
used information theory [16, 17]. Finally, to understand how
the signaling dynamics supports emotion categorization over
time, we used Bayesian classifiers.

Summary
Designed by biological [1, 2] and social [3] evolutionary
pressures, facial expressions of emotion comprise specific
facial movements [4–8] to support a near-optimal system
of signaling and decoding [9, 10]. Although highly dynamical
[11, 12], little is known about the form and function of facial
expression temporal dynamics. Do facial expressions transmit diagnostic signals simultaneously to optimize categorization of the six classic emotions, or sequentially to support
a more complex communication system of successive categorizations over time? Our data support the latter. Using a
combination of perceptual expectation modeling [13–15], information theory [16, 17], and Bayesian classifiers, we show
that dynamic facial expressions of emotion transmit an
evolving hierarchy of ‘‘biologically basic to socially specific’’
information over time. Early in the signaling dynamics, facial
expressions systematically transmit few, biologically rooted
face signals [1] supporting the categorization of fewer
elementary categories (e.g., approach/avoidance). Later
transmissions comprise more complex signals that support
categorization of a larger number of socially specific categories (i.e., the six classic emotions). Here, we show that dynamic facial expressions of emotion provide a sophisticated
signaling system, questioning the widely accepted notion
that emotion communication is comprised of six basic (i.e.,
psychologically irreducible) categories [18], and instead
suggesting four.
Results
Knowledge of facial expressions of emotion and the information
they transmit are deeply rooted in the perceptual expectations
of observers (e.g., [4, 15]). Specifically, perceptual expectations
are created from interacting with the external environment,
whereby perceivable information (e.g., facial expression signals is extracted, consolidated, and retained as knowledge to
later adaptively predict and interpret the world [21–24]. Thus,
by probing the perceptual expectations of observers, we can
model the facial expression signals transmitted and perceived
in the social environment (see [10, 19, 20] for coevolutionary
accounts of signal production and perception).
To analyze the perceptual expectations of dynamic facial
expressions of emotion, we proceeded in three steps. First,
to model the dynamic perceptual expectations of the six
classic facial expressions of emotion, we combined a unique
generative grammar of dynamic facial movements (the
Generative Face Grammar [GFG]) [13] coupled with reverse
correlation [14] in 60 Western white Caucasian observers
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Modeling Perceptual Expectations of Dynamic Facial
Expressions of Emotion
Figure 1 illustrates the GFG and task procedure. On each trial,
the computer graphics platform randomly selects a set of
action units (AUs; i.e., specific facial movements performed
by specific facial muscle[s] as described by the Facial Action
Coding System [FACS] [8]) and values specifying six temporal
parameters (represented as color-coded curves) to generate
a random 3D facial animation (see Movie S1 for an example
and the Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Stimuli). We
asked each naive observer to categorize the random facial
animations according to the six classic emotions (‘‘happy,’’
‘‘surprise,’’ ‘‘fear,’’ ‘‘disgust,’’ ‘‘anger,’’ and ‘‘sad’’) or ‘‘don’t
know’’ (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
Task Procedure). Following the experiment, we reverse correlated each observer’s categorical responses (see the Table S1)
with the randomly chosen AUs and temporal parameters
(see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Modeling
Perceptual Expectations of Dynamic Facial Expressions of
Emotion), producing a distribution of 720 dynamic facial
expression models (60 observers 3 6 facial expressions of
emotion 3 male/female faces).
Quantifying the Signaling Dynamics of Facial Expressions
of Emotion Models
To understand the signal form of the dynamic facial expression
models, we first mapped the distribution of all AUs according
to when they peaked in time (i.e., the peak latency of each AU).
Figure 2 shows the AU peak latency distributions for all models
pooled together (n = 720, All Facial Expression Models) and
split by emotion (n = 120, Models Split by Emotion). In each
panel, color-coded circles in each row represent the distribution of peak latencies (one circle per model) for each AU
(see row labels), where brightness indicates proximity to the
median time. As illustrated, dynamic facial expression models
transmit certain AUs earlier in the signaling dynamics (e.g.,
Upper Lid Raiser) and some comparatively later (e.g., Lip
Stretcher), reflecting expectations of an ordered, not uniform,
transmission of face signals over time.
To objectively quantify AU signaling over time, we used
Shannon entropy, which measures (in bits) the complexity
(i.e., average uncertainty) of a signal. To compute signal
complexity over time, we first divided the AU distributions
into ten equally spaced time bins. For each time bin, we then
computed the probability that each AU (n = 41) peaked within
that bin, calculated across all 720 models (in Figure 2, All Facial
Expression Models). We then split the models into the six
emotion categories and repeated the same calculation
for each emotion separately (in Figure 2, Models Split by
Emotion). As shown by the white lines in each panel of Figure 2,
signal complexity follows a common pattern over time: low
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Figure 1. Generative Face Grammar to Reverse
Correlate Dynamic Perceptual Expectations of
Facial Expressions of Emotion
(Left) Stimulus. On each experimental trial, a
computer graphics platform randomly selects
from a total of 41 a subset of action units (AUs;
here, AU4 in blue, AU5 in green, and AU20 in
red) and values specifying their temporal parameters (represented as color-coded curves). The
dynamic AUs are then combined to produce a
3D facial animation, illustrated here with four
snapshots and corresponding color-coded temporal parameter curves. The color-coded vector
below indicates the three randomly selected
AUs comprising the stimulus.
(Right) Perceptual expectations. Naive observers
categorize the random facial animation according to six emotions (plus don’t know) if the movements correlate with their subjective perceptual
expectations of that emotion (here, fear). Each
observer categorized a total of 2,400 random
facial animations displayed on same-race faces
of both sexes.
See also Table S1 and Movie S1.

Together, these results show that dynamic facial expression models transmit
an evolving hierarchy of signals over
time, characterized by simpler, biologically rooted signals early in the signaling
dynamics followed by more complex
socially specific signals that finely
discriminate the six facial expressions
of emotion.

complexity (i.e., low entropy, high certainty) early in the
signaling dynamics is followed by increasing complexity (i.e.,
high entropy, low certainty), before later decreasing.
Low entropy observed early and late in the signaling dynamics reflects the high probability (i.e., certainty) of the
transmission of few AUs. To identify these AUs—i.e., those
systematically transmitted earlier and later in the signaling
dynamics—we calculated the Shannon information of each
AU (measured in bits) across time. AUs with significantly low
Shannon information (p < 0.05; see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Shannon Information) are highlighted in
magenta (early AUs) and green (later AUs) in Figure 2. As
shown in Figure 2, dynamic facial expression models transmit
few AUs early in the signaling dynamics—i.e., Upper Lid
Raiser, Nose Wrinkler, Lip Funneler, and Mouth Stretch (see
magenta highlight). In contrast, different AUs are systematically transmitted later in the signaling dynamics—i.e., Brow
Raiser, Brow Lowerer, Eyes Closed, Upper Lip Raisers, Lip
Corner Puller + Cheek Raiser, and Lip Stretcher (see green
highlight). (Table S2 shows peak latency differences between
early and late AUs per emotion).
Notably, AUs systematically transmitted early in the
signaling dynamics comprise those conferring a biological
advantage to the expresser (i.e., Upper Lid Raiser, and Nose
Wrinkler [1]), whereas AUs transmitted later comprise information diagnostic for categorizing the six classic emotions [25].

Classifying the Signaling Dynamics
of Facial Expressions of Emotion
All signals, via evolutionary pressures,
are designed to reliably transmit specific
information to observers to support a near-optimal system of
signaling and decoding [9, 26]. To understand the functional
relevance of the hierarchical form of facial expression information transmission over time, we analyzed how this signaling
supports emotion categorization for an idealized observer.
To this aim, we constructed ten Bayesian classifiers (one per
time point), where each classifier categorizes the face signals
(i.e., AUs) transmitted up until that time point (e.g., at t = 10
the classifier categorizes the full signal) according to the six
classic emotions (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Bayesian Classifiers).
In Figure 3 (Bayesian Classifiers), each color-coded matrix
shows the categorization performance of the Bayesian classifiers at each time interval, where lighter squares show higher
posterior probability of an emotion and darker areas show
lower posterior probability. As shown by the increasingly light
squares across the diagonal, categorization performance
increases over time with the progressive accumulation of
signaled AUs. Squares outlined in magenta show the emotions
systematically confused (p < 0.01) at each time point (e.g., at
t3, surprise and fear confused, as are disgust and anger).
Confusions between emotion categories occur early in the
signaling dynamics, whereas accurate discrimination between
emotions typically occurs later (indicated in Figure 3 with
green squares for two examples—surprise/fear
[t6] and
disgust/anger [t7]).
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Figure 2. Expected Dynamic Signaling of Facial
Expressions of Emotion over Time
To quantify the dynamic signaling of facial
expression signals (i.e., AUs) expected over
time, we mapped the distribution of expected
times of all AUs comprising all models pooled
(‘‘All Facial Expression Models,’’ n = 720 models)
and also split by emotion (‘‘Models Split by
Emotion,’’ n = 120 models).
(Top) All facial expression models. In each row,
color-coded circles represent the distribution of
expected times for each AU, where brightness
indicates the median expected time and darkness indicates distance from the median,
weighted by the proportion of models with that
AU. As shown by the white line, signal complexity
(measured by Shannon entropy, in bits) increases
before later decreasing over the signaling dynamics, where low entropy reflects systematic
signaling of few AUs. As represented by magenta
circles, AUs systematically expected early in the
signaling dynamics (e.g., Upper Lid Raiser,
Nose Wrinker; p < 0.05) comprise biologically
adaptive AUs [1]. As represented by green circles, AUs systematically expected later (e.g.,
Brow Raiser, Upper Lip Raiser; p < 0.05) comprise
AUs diagnostic for categorizing the six classic
emotions [25].
(Bottom) Models split by emotion. Note that observers expect Upper Lid Raiser to be transmitted
early in both surprise and fear, and Nose Wrinkler
to be transmitted early in disgust and anger.
Together, these data show that dynamic facial
expressions transmit signals that evolve over
time from simpler, biologically rooted signals to
socially specific signals.
See also Table S2.

To identify the AUs producing early confusions and those
supporting later accurate discrimination, we used a leaveone-out method that removed each AU independently from
all models and time points before recomputing the Bayesian
classifier performance (see the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures, Confusing and Diagnostic Face Signals). Figure 3
(Confusing and Diagnostic Face Signals) shows the AUs—
presented as color-coded deviation maps—that produce
early confusions (outlined in magenta) and support later
discrimination between emotions (outlined in green) for two
confusions (surprise/fear and disgust/anger).
As shown, early confusions between surprise and fear
arise due to the common transmission of Upper Lid Raiser
and Jaw Drop, (t2) then Upper Lid Raiser (t3–t5), with
accurate discrimination arising due to the later availability
of Eyebrow Raiser (t6). Similarly, disgust and anger are
confused early in the signaling dynamics due to the common
transmission of Nose Wrinkler (t2–t5), then Lip Funneler (t6),

with accurate discrimination occurring due to the later transmission of
Upper Lip Raiser Left (t7). Based on
systematic early confusions between
specific emotion categories, these results reflect that expected early face
signals enable discrimination of only
four emotion categories – i.e., (1) happy,
(2) sad, (3) fear/surprise, and (4) disgust/
anger—whereas the later availability of
diagnostic information supports discrimination of all six
emotion categories.
Discussion
Using perceptual expectation modeling, we derived the
dynamic signaling of the six classic facial expressions of
emotion—happy, surprise, fear, disgust, anger, and sad—in
60 Western white Caucasian observers. Information-theoretic
analysis showed that the dynamics transmit information
evolving from simpler, biologically rooted signals (e.g., Upper
Lid Raiser and Nose Wrinkler) to more-complex signals. Using
Bayesian classifiers, we show that early signaling is characterized by the common transmission of specific AUs (e.g., Upper
Lid Raiser) between emotion categories (e.g., surprise and
fear), thereby giving rise to systematic confusions. In contrast,
later signaling comprises the availability of diagnostic
information (e.g., Eyebrow Raiser), supporting the accurate
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Figure 3. Categorization of Expected Dynamic Facial Expressions of Emotion over Time
Bayesian classifiers. At each time point (t), color-coded confusion matrices show the posterior probability of each expression (see key in top right for emotion
labels), given the face signals (i.e., AUs) expected up until that time point [expressed as P(ExpjAUt)]. Lighter squares indicate higher probability; darker
squares indicate lower probability (see color bar in key). Squares outlined in magenta show that significant confusions (p < 0.01) between surprise and
fear, and disgust and anger occur early in the expected signaling dynamics, which later largely disappear (indicated with green squares for two examples).
Confusing and diagnostic face signals. Using a leave-one out method, we identified the AUs (represented as deviation maps) eliciting confusion (outlined in
magenta) and supporting discrimination (outlined in green) between emotions. Surprise versus fear: early confusion arises from the expected common
transmission of Upper Lid Raiser and Jaw Drop (t2), then Upper Lid Raiser (t3–t5). Discrimination of surprise is achieved later due to the availability of
Eyebrow Raiser (t6). Disgust versus anger: here, early confusion arises on the basis of Nose Wrinkler (t2–t5) then Lip Funneler (t6). Discrimination of disgust
is later achieved due to the availability of Upper Lip Raiser Left (t7). Our data show that fewer emotion categories are discriminated early in the signaling
dynamics, followed by discrimination of all six categories later in the signaling dynamics. See the Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Bayesian
Classifiers, for full details of the analyses and results.

discrimination of all six emotion categories. We conclude
that observers expect dynamic facial expressions of emotion
to transmit specific sequences of signals over time, which
supports the successive categorization of different emotion
signals.
Dynamic Facial Expression Models Show Evolutionary
Adaptive Signaling Patterns
As predicted by biological signaling accounts of enhanced
signal function by design [27], our dynamic facial expression
models show adaptive signaling patterns. For example, observers expect regularities in the timing of signal transmission,
which could confer an adaptive advantage of prediction by
facilitating detection and recognition, thereby releasing resources for other adaptive actions (e.g., fight, flight). Such
patterns are mirrored by the sequential decoding of static
images of facial expressions in the brain [9, 28, 29], which
could provide additional predictive advantages. Relatedly,
face signals expected early comprise those modulating sensory exposure (e.g., Nose Wrinkler and Upper Lid Raiser;
[1, 30, 31]), which, by virtue of their evolutionary and biological
origins [32, 33], probably evolved as rapid behaviors to
enhance their sensory advantages (e.g., rapid muscle contractions protecting the eyes, nose and mouth would provide an
effective strategy for rejecting noxious contaminants). Early

signals also comprise information characteristic of detectability (e.g., sudden movement, high contrast typical of danger
signals [34]), which could act as salient ‘‘attention grabbers’’
[35, 36].
Thus, our models adhere to biological signaling accounts,
where features of signal design such as predictability, detectability, and speed confer an adaptive advantage to both the
expresser and receiver (see also [32, 37]).
Dynamic Facial Expression Models Transmit an Evolving
Hierarchy of Information over Time
Although widely considered to communicate the six basic human emotions, it is surprising that dynamic facial expression
signaling design underoptimizes their accurate categorization.
Specifically, expected dynamic facial expressions initially
elicit systematic confusions—i.e., fear/surprise and disgust/
anger—before later supporting accurate categorization of six
emotion categories. Our data raise several key questions.
First, why would facial expressions, evolved for near-optimal
emotion communication, systematically give rise to confusion? Indeed, biological signaling accounts predict the
extinction of ambiguous (i.e., unreliable) signals [38]. Second,
why should diagnostic information appear later, not earlier, in
the signaling dynamics? Rather, the reported ‘‘confusing’’
face signals—i.e., Upper Lid Raiser and Nose Wrinkler—could
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reliably signal broader, context-relevant information prior to
more complex categorizations. For example, the Upper Lid
Raiser (i.e., eye whites common to fear and surprise)—a
high-contrast, visually salient signal [39] associated with rapid
deep-brain activity (e.g., amygdala [40]; see also [41] for
a discussion])—could indicate ‘‘fast-approaching danger’’
requiring immediate response (e.g., fight/flight). Similarly, the
nose wrinkle (common to disgust and anger)—a fine-scale,
short distance signal [42]—could indicate ‘‘stationary danger’’
of proximal threats (e.g., pathogens). Thus, early face signaling
could comprise rapid and unambiguous (i.e., diagnostic)
signals of danger (i.e., a high-cost condition) that provide
information about the relative proximity and speed of the
threat [30].
Basic Emotion Communication Comprises Fewer Than
Six Categories
Correspondingly, our data also question the notion that human
emotion communication comprises six basic, psychologically
irreducible categories ([18]; see [43 for a review). Rather, our
perceptual expectation models show ‘‘basic’’ facial expression signals are perceptually segmented across time [44–46]
and follow a ‘‘biologically basic to socially specific’’ hierarchical signal evolution. Specifically, early facial expression signaling supports the discrimination of four categories, namely
happy, sad, fear/surprise (i.e., fast-approaching danger) and
disgust/anger (i.e., stationary danger), which are only later
more finely discriminated as six emotion categories. Our
data reflect that the six basic facial expressions of emotion,
like languages [47], are likely to represent a more complex
set of modern signals and categories evolved from a simpler
system of communication in early man developed to subserve
developing social interaction needs [48–50]. Similarly, after
early human migration, increasing socioecological diversity
probably further specialized once common facial expressions,
altering the number, variety, and form of signals to support
adaptive social interaction within a given culture [51–54].
Knowledge of precisely how facial expression signals vary
across groups and their influence on cross-group communication remains fundamental to understanding the complexities of
human social interaction (see [55] for a review).
Here, we show that observers expect dynamic facial
expressions of emotion to transmit an evolving hierarchy
of information over time, thereby questioning the notion of
hardwired recognition of a limited and prescribed set of six
discrete emotion categories. Our data instead suggest that
basic emotion communication comprises fewer categories.
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures, two tables, and one movie and can be found with this article online
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2013.11.064.
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